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The question of factors which influence the rate

of growth of fishes is still open to discussion. nmercous

investigations carried out by various authors have been

unable to clarify conclusively whioh factors should be con-

sidered as determinirg ones, viz., abiotic (temperatureo

salinity, eto.) or biotic ones (for example# quantity, oalo-

ricity and accessibility of food objects). Undoubtedly,

such a complex phenomenon as growth of the organism depends

-on a number of factors and each of them& under definite con-

*All-Union Scientific Research institute of Pish Industgt7

and Oceanography- VNIRO, Moscow
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diltions, may become a determinin factor. The present wwsk

Is devoted to the analysis of one of the factors detoersdWIf

the growth of polagic fishes which, apparently# has not boon

given proper attention up to now.

Por several reasons, It will be more convenient

to beidn from a concrete example. I.I.|Ykolayev (1956),

while studying the causes of slow growth, fattiness and

rapid sexual maturation of tho Baltic ft salaka' herring

(Clupos harangus membras L. ) arrived at the conclusion

that this phenomenon cannot be explained by the lack of

food, since the plankton of the Baltic Sea is sufficiently

abundant. Paotors causing a slow growth of salaka, acoordila

to I.I.Nikolayevp are low winter temperatures (below 2 0) at

which salaka does not feed. Winter intermissions In feeding

bring about the tact that four-year old salaka hardly attains

16-17 cm in length# while Norway herring of the saw age

reaches 29-.30 on.

The hypothesis of I.I.Nikolayov is undoubtedly

well-grounded. Nevertheless, It does not explain a nbw
of facts. In particular, in the Baltic Sea, apart from a

small herring spooeis, there is also found the so-oallod

siant salaka (Riesenstr•ging) reaching 27-28 on of length

f.n it fifth year of life (Svotovidov, 1952). Aother
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Fplanktophage of the Baltio Sea, vis., Baltic spratt

(Sprattus sprattus baltiots Sohn.) reaches 12-13 o= In

length at three years Of age (SvetovIdov, 1952; Kasanova,

1960), while a related form - S. sprattus phalerious (Risso)

living in the Black Sea hardly attains 7-9 an In length

(Svetovidov, 19.52; Aslanova, 1954). W#, then, does the

therm, al regime of the Baltic Sea not prevent the growth of

the big race of B3altic salaka or sprattt We will add that

the herring of the Ponzhlnskly Bay of the Sea of Okhotsk,

the thermal regime of which is Incomparably severer, dis-

plays a considerably higher rate of growth, viz.t

Age 1. 2+ 3+ 4+. 5+ 6J 7+ 8 + 94 10+
S ! I .... iI -

Length, mm

Uslaka (Kopor-
skaya Guba) -- 43j157 171 179 181 -

Penzhlnskaya I
herring I'
(according to
Svetovidov, 1952) 62 129i183 227 258 279 2941 305 316 325

It Is significant that In the second year of life

salaka Is biggeer, but subsequently Penshlnskaya herring out-

strips it. These fasts, as well as a number of similar facts
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F-cause us to assume that the principal factor determln--

the rate of growth and maximal dimensions of pelagic fishes

is the qual3tative composition of their food, or more exactly

the size and tteight of objects servinW as their nutrition.

At present, the majority of researchters.(Grese,

1939, et al.) airee that plankton-eating fishes, with rare

exceptions, are not passive riltrators, as assumed, for

example, by Wunder (1932), but catch the food objects one

by one. They differ fron predatory fishes (Ivlev, 1955)

only by size of the preferred ob'eats of food. According

to V.S.Ivlev, the nieasure of asymmetry of the curve of the

occu.orerco of hoterodimensiorpl orZanisms in the ration of

planktophiges is positive, w4iile in the case of predatory

fisho., it is ne:-atlve. Consequently, the overwheltning majo-

rity of pelagic fishes must be cortidered as p-"ehensors

(Bek'.enighev, 1952) or hunters (Zernov, 1949). As we al-

ready noted, f•!trators are rare. These are the silver carp

vZypo9htA1mi chthys molitrix, Val) feedirg on phytoplnnkton

The mzrasure cf asymmuetry S is obtained from the formula

S---- , where n cji.nates devrtior, s from the noar
n_ 3

size of preys, el is root-mean-square deviation, and n is

the number of varinnts.
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F(aorutskjy,j 1950),, the paddlef ish (?olyodoft spatbula ia

(Lofold, according to 11MI.'skiy. 19%I)a, and the baskift

shark (Cetorhinus maxumus Gunn.. The feeding of the letter

species is similar to the feeding habits of baleen whales.

It Is lntoresting to note that actively moving

filtrators are encountered only anong small animals (Rote-

toreae Copepodap Cladocera, IlysidacOa Appendioulariea) as

well ms among the largest ones (whales); animals-filtratoe8

which fill this dimensional break are sessile or little

mobile. It Is possible that straining of food Is, from the

energy viewpountloonvenient only for the largest and smallest

mobile animals. But at present we are interested in prehen.

soas. The analysis of a number of works by V.S.Xvlev (14lj.,

1945# 1960 and others), in which the dependenoe of rations

of fishes upon mean concentration of feeds, nonuniformity

of their distribution and length of the "hunting path" Is

being discussed, prompts us to conclude that plankton-eating

prehensors may feed on organisms having only definite dimon-

slons; the upper limit of the asio of prey is determined by

the opening of the ostium and the lower one by the density

of the straining net of gill rakers. At the same time, feeding

with very small organlsms even with the aid of retaining gill

rakers Is not a4vantageous for a planktophage since In
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Fosse of corresponding dispersion of preys the energy ot

lay. for their search Is not compensated for by the energy
*

contained in a ration . Honoe, it follows that a pelagio

fish may grow to a definite size only in the presence of

corresponding feed organisms since feeding on other organ-

isms is either pbysiaelly ipossible or is not advantageous

in terms of energy. F'rom this viewpoint, let us examine the

nutrition of salaka and other pelagic fishes according to

the usual dimensional groups of their feeding objectst

1) mesoplankton (Oopepoda, Cladocera and others),

dimensions of & few millimeters or less;

2) maoroplankton (ELuphausiidae, Hyperiidaa,

Mysidae), dimensions of the order of 1-3 on;

3) mioronekton (sbhrul's, large Gammaridae, imm-

ture fish), dimensions over 3 on.

According to G.V.Boldovskiy (1941), herring of

*The length of the "hunting path" (1) does not increase

proportionally to the smallness of preys since it Increases

according to the formula L a v(ts a tb), where v is the mean

speed o1' fish during feeding; ta is the time spent in.hunting;

tb is time spent in prey swallowing (lvlev, 1944). Naturally,

tb can never be equal to 0, or even approach It.
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F'the Barents Sea, fattening n;der conditions &hioh We oon.

aider as optimal ones for the ,given speolesp teods mainly

on Ruphausildae (65% of allhwntaz7 bolus) d Oslanus fin-

marohious of IV-V stages (27.6%). Transferred Into the

Baltic Sea, the North Atlantic herring encounters different

conditions since in this water body there are no Ruphau-

alidae and large Calanoida. The largest copepods of the

Baltic Seas viz., Limnocalanus grf•aldil and Pseudooalanus

elongatus, hardly reach 0.35 and 0.087 mg (Bodnek, 1953)

and the other forms (Aoartia, Centropasges, Surytemora,

3osiunir) are still sAaller. Before reaohing 10-11 am in

length, the Baltic herring is compelled to teed on small

orustaoeans passing thereafter to nektobenthonic Mysidae

replacing Luphasildae (SuAshkina, 1953) (FIg. 1). Finding

oneself in such conditions, the herring may adapt itself

to them in two ways: it may change into small, rapidly

maturing salaka, since a further growth Is not advanta.

geous from the energy viewpoint, or, preserving a high

rate of growth, it may become a predatory fish conhuulag

micronekton. In fact, a giant salaka feods on stiokleback,

immature salaka and spratt ($Ohnildoo, 19081 Svetovidov,

1952; Berg, 198); there In no doubt about Its predatory

way of life.

-7-
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Pig, 1. Food cormposition nnd dimensions
of Murmansk herring (Clupea harengue ha-
rengus Linie) (a) and Baltic salaka (b)
on the fourth year of life (according to
Boldovskiy, 1941 nnd Sushkina, 1953).
1 - mesoplankton; 2 - maoroplankton;
3 - mioronekton. Dashed curve - absolute
length of the fish.

It is possible that a esillar way of adaptation

to different fceding objects was responsible for differen-

tiation of herrings inhabiting the White Sea into small and

large races. All the diverse White Sea herrings (Tambowto•v,

3957) may be subdivided into small ones maturing in the 2nd-

3rd year and large onos maturing in the 4th-5th year of lWfe.

A similar snalogy between salaka and White Sea herring in

also pointed out by N.A.Dmlitriyev (1958).

The interdependence between the growth of pealic

- 8 -



Frtise, and OoMposition or their food May be most l, a-2-"
traoed in the ease of Caspian Clupeidae of Aloes and Clu -

peonella genus. Small Caspian Moaoplankton (Nurytemora

orimi, Calanipeda aquaedulcis, Ceroopegin, Svadne) Is

consumed by Clupeonella delioatula oaspia Svet., reaching

60-90 z. in length (Barysheva, 1951). With increase of the

dimensions of Caspian representativoa of the Aloes genus,

mesoplankters cisappear from their diet, and then tacro-

plankters (Mysidao). The largest Caspimn herring - bleak-

baoked shad (Alosa Kessleri kessleri) - is a fish of prey

which consumes mainly G.delioatula (Fig. 2).

All the abovesaid Is not new. G.S.Karsinkin (1952)

oonvinoingly demonstrated that growm-up young pickerels can

already feed on plankton. Cases are known (Tyurin,, 1935)

w perch living in lakes where no other fish are present

subdivides into a small raoe feeding on plankton (usually

males) and a large race (usually females) oonsuming small

representatives of Its own species. Already in the 10th

stage of its development (1i$-60 =a of length)v the sander

beooms a fish of prey# although it can use shrimp mad

Nysidae it they are available in a water body (Konstantinov.

1955), and its growth is delayed If maoronektonle organiems

are unavailable, as pointed out by N.I,8yrovatskaya (1959).

S9_



Fig,. 2. Compos~ition offood .and a-iml..d~n-
alone of Oaspian pelagic fishne (SacorOdzin to
OstroumovP 1947; Svotovidovs 1952)o 1 - Black-
baoked shad; 2 - n".kgrakhankaa* hoetJin. (Alossa
brasbnikovi agrakhsnika, MtohallowskTr); 3 - •
"DoliKnka" herrin (Aloes bresbaikovi brasbnikovi,
Boro•1 in) .;Bi-eyed Shad (Aloes, saPOShnlliovl,
Grim); "5 - sspian *hed 4Aloa oaspia)l 6 - 01u.
peonella delioatula oiospia, a~ther designations
are the asame as in FigS. 1.

O.G.Vinberg (1956) calls this phenomenon the biological

inequality of food value and suggests that *feeding on

sooplanktons beginnin from certain dimensions of fish#

may bo oonnoeted with a low rate of growth". The majo-

rity of researchers consider age variability of feeding

ase a function of growths In facts these phenmoansa re ...

F -



F"obviously interdependent. -

Differences In the rate of growth of fish living

under different conditions are satistaotorily explained by

biolorically different quality of food organisms. Thus,

for oxswiple, it becomes clear why lake forms of herrings

having f ow vertebrae are sam ler than oceanic ones: nine-

year old Olyutorskaya herrInG reaches 40.7 am of length,

while herring of Nerplch'ye Lake attains 31.0 am (Sveto-

vidov, 1952). The same nattern is observed In landlocked

and anadr~oous salmonidae consuming plankton,. The sockeye

(Oncorhynohus nerks) in the open sea reaches 56 cm in length,

while te -uorteP'n In Kronotskoye Lake attains only 24.3

cm (Krolchin and Krorius, 1936).

The mnas plankton organIscmof continental wAter

bodies are, as a rule, smaller than marine ones; this is

especi4lly true of tha moot Important feed objects of fish,

viz., copepods. ,ost probably, It 1e oxcotly for this rea-

son that plankton-eating fresh watrr'-fish are much smaller

than marine ones and, at the semo timie, thoy are charac-

terized by a rapid maturption and short life cycle (Baltic

lake smelt, bleak, cisco) or by a slow rate of groi.th (blue

breAm). The lnttvr epacics living under very rnvorable

feeding conditions of the iybinsk water storage reservoir

13.



Fteaohes, at ten years of age, only 32 om (Yurovitsly,.,

1958). Rzceotions fro, this rule are rare. Thus, for

example, the Baikal omul (Coregonus automnAlut migrato-

:.-ius 3eorgi) is considerably larger than other plankton-

'Dating coreqonines. But, one nust take into consideration

t.hat this speci's lives under fNvorable conditions of BaScl eke

where the vegetntive period is longer (Svetovidov, 193L),

Wnd where large pelagic crustaceans (Macrohectopus bra-

.icki), or sroall ones (Epishura baicalensis) in large

:oncentrations, develop. The data of Ya.-.Potakuyev (1954)

p3rove that the adult omul feeds or, Episohura if che con-

3a,,ntr.tton of this crustacean a-•ttins 30,000-35,000 per m ;

11 it Oenreases. the o..ul turns to a substitute food. At a

;ýopulation of Dpisehura belowY 10,C0C per m3 , the omul feeds

,)n Amphipoda and im.riture Cotuophorus. Apparently, the out-

'Lay of e,•rgy in search of Epischura at this concentration

Ia not cornmeseaeted foi. by the ersrgy of the ration even at

the low temperature regime of Baikal Lake.

it is e..ell kno1m that warm-water (south-bnreal and

tropical) plarakters, empecially ooptnads, are considerably

,.,IiC.:' tb.irý colld .;at(r . lnktc.s. A.Y.CmyrA'nkh %lq6l) points

out tZ•et in tropicer1 -;lankrton Cope.ýoda eassurin- 0.36-0.54 mm

preclonr;.i•te, ,•iJ. mrinc-onr of C:.4L-0.91 rm a•re loss often
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Tfound; boreal Oopopoda (Cslanui tiflnr1ohiousp C. oristo---

tus, 0. plumohrus) are 5 to 10 times larger. Reno*# It

follows that tropical and subtropieal plankton-asters

should be oonsiderably smaller than boreal onos. This is

exactly what happens: according to T.S°Rass (1960), the

main commercial species of plankton-eators of north-boreal

waters of the North Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans Is

the herring (maximal dimensions up to $0 cm); in the south-

boreal region such fishes predominate' as the sardine, spratt

and anchovy, dimersions of uhich fluctuate from 15 to 25 am.

This phenomenon is expressed most sharply in tropical waters

where, in addition to small plankton-eaters - Clupeidae,

we have flying fish. Peeding on plankton is all the more

disadvantageous for large tropical fish since the fat con-

tent in it sharply decreases (Bogorov, 1960), while on the

contrary the outlay of energy for metabolism increases be-

cause of the high temperature of water despite the adaptive

decrease of the intensity of metabolism (VInborg, 1961).

This probably explains a doorease in the rate of

growth of pelagic fishes living at the southern boundaries

of their habitat. ;,s an example may serve a decrease of the

growth rate of the mackerel (Soombor soombrus L..) according

to Aker (1961) and Lissner (1937) in the latitucdinal di-_
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3~ ~ ~ -opru; -Adiai Sea

4 . 41 " .

•, I p~''

Pig. 3. Rate of growth of mackerel (acoording
to Aker, 1961). 1- ]North Sea; 2 - Brittany;
3 - Bospowus; •. - Adriatic Sea

rection - from the North Atlantic Ocean to the Bosporus

sind Mack Sea (Fig. 3). One may asime that the cause of

the slow growth of the Black-Sea cold-loving feoz's (spratt9

uhiting) lies preoisely In the rood oomposition and not In

the direct action of t emprature fluotuations# as main-

tained by Yu.0,Aleyev (196)o

A direct consequence of the reduction In also

of plankters and planktophageu in warn waters is the In-

crease In the population of fishes with mized feeding and

lin that of mediiu-siSe fish of prey, feeding on small tmfj.

-24i-



F'W. Shall recail that $n- the Mack Sep the Sam"]. fraOhial
trachurus Is represented by a smsa• plaMl eawtood. W resao

as well as by a large one of prey. A silar phenomenon was

noted In respect to the Baltic herri•.

All the abovesaid may be stuned up as followss

with freshening and warning of the wter reservoir, the

planctonio organism become sualor; as a result of this,

the plankton-oating fishes also grow s1a'I-io. 1atuallyt,

the question arises of how to explain the reduction In

sise at plankters In warm and fresh waters. Of course,

It is possible to 8asumo that we are faced with the ro-

"sult of a direct effect of temperature (Bogorov and Pro-

obrathoeskaya, 1934). But another reason is also possil*e,

via., the growing smaller in low latitudes and fresh waters

of representatives of the initial link of food chafns.-

phytoplankton. According to N.V.l4orosova-Vodyanitskaya

.(1957), phytoplanktan of the Black 3ea may be divided Into

three dimensional groups:

1) cell dimensions over 5, - Diatameas (Shiso-

solenia, Coscinodisous, Chaotoooruas) and Porldineae (Cera-

tiun, Peridinium);

2) call dimensions 20-50 /L - Diatomoae (yoclo-

tella) and Peridlneae (Exuviaella cordatai, Gayaulax) .
i..-



3) call diMsions less than 2Op/ 0066611Q

phorif•de d mW li sw u aVllata.

in wtsers of eas Wirth sharply expressed seasnaiS

variations, there alterbatoly ptedos0aats poeoioe of one or

another group, but at highOr latitudes the spoolcs of the

first groups via-# large Dlseiataset proval. The south-

boreal and especially freshened water reservoirs (Oaspian

soa, eto.) are oharactorisod by a predominance in phyto-

plankton of spolees of the 2nd group (Mmuviaolla cordata).

Pinally• In tropical latitudes, the main role is played by

the smallest Coooolithophorldao v Plagellata and mall Di-

atomase (Riley, 19571 Nenteohel, 1928). Thus, according to

the data of Hasle (1959)0 at the experimuent stations In the

equatorial sons there were encountered 42 species of Di-

atomeao, 53 of Dinoflagellata and 33 of Cocoolithophoridao,

whereupon the majority at Diatem e belonged to mall spe-

cie not exceeding 50 p. Nuoeptions (as the giant tropical

Diatom=* Etmoditous Pox) are comparatively raze.

*Their population may be small and sometims It Is smaller

than that of Diatomae (Hasleo, 1960), but their yield is

considerable beoause of rapid reproduction (lorosovs-Vodya-

nitska" , 1'957)

J
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F akturallyt, Olanoida or boreal waters are rouI

fltrators and prehensors (BekleoIshovs, 1934), Warm-waoe

Oal8anoidat because of their inconsiderable dimensions and

finer structure of filtrating appararis, are capable at

using mallor algae for food. A.K.Oeynrari (1958) points

out that "in the tropical reglon, unlike In the moderate

ones the plant-Oating oopopods are using, apart from DI-

at=o***# a.lso Coccolithophorldae and Silicoflagellata to

a considerable extent. At the same time, In contrast to

the oderate latitudes, apart from omparatIvely largo

DIatamoae, also very small ones (lose than 3 L1 In length)

ar* being used."

The same author points out that In the nutrition

of .:alanoida 1 m In length (prodominatlng in the tropical

planicton) there prevail Diatomsao omller than 11 1A # I.e.$

bol:nglng to the 3rd dimensional group. X.V,3oklemlshev

(2961) also arrives at the conclusion that "Ocrustaceans of

maller dimensions do not oonsune or poorly oonsume largo

cells or cells grouped into coloness," while large Oala-

noida do not oatch algae smaller than 10 IA.

In waters of Soviet south seas, whero, depending

on the season, various phytoplanktonio ocaplezes are on-

ooauntred, Oalanoida capable of consuming algae of diftej

-17-



Fr-nt sizes developed on a wide scale. Thus, the Bacik 3a7

Aoartla olausi (?etipa, 1959) may consume Diatomeas and

Dinoflagellata measuring from 100 to 5 ,u it is worth

noting that Calanum helgolkndious - the largest copepod

of the Black Sea - according to the sam author (Petipa,

1960), consumes Noctiluoa miliaris, which thus serv, as

an Intermediate alimentary link between It and small algae.

The abovesaid compels us to assume that the cause

of decrease in sise of warn-water and fresh-water Oalanolda

is not a direct action of temperature but also of food com-

position. in cormection with this, we shall note that fine

filtrators, viz., Cala"ooera, are also characteristic of

fresh waters. In the sea we observe a mass development of

only such fresh-water species as Penilia evirostris which

can filtrate particles not larger than 8 p .

The question of the cause of the predominant

development, in tropical and oontinental waters, of small

but intensively roproducing autotrophic species still re-

mains open. The temperature can hardly be the sole cause

and, most probably, to explain this phenomenon It will be

neocessery to take into account also the seasonal fluotua-

tiora or illumination and biogenio elements.

The logical development of all quoted consider&-

-- le --



--tions is the following thesiss the length of al aentazyf

chains of mass pelagic organims increases from the poles

to the equator. We will quoto a few such examples. The most

widely distributed plazktophage of the Arctic basin is the

polar cod (Mlumov, 1937). According to the preliminary data

of S.K.Klumov, It foods on both phyto- and sooplankton;

from the character of its diet, it should be considered as

belonging to the second and third link of the alimentary

chain. Almost all predatory fishes, pinnipeds and cete-

ceans (in particular, the white whale) of high latitudes

of the Arctic feed on the polar cod. Therefore, the food

chain beginning with primary producers, vis., phytoplank-

tonic algae, and ending with termiral links * (white whale),

contains only 3-4 links:

phyto- and zooplankton --+ polar cod -- white whale

The alimentary relations at the pelagic sons of

the boreal water* of the Atlantic and Pacifia Oooans are

mostly four-membored. The alimentary relationships of the

herring feeding on planktonic crustaceans may serve as an

*By terminal links of the food chain we understand ani-

mals eliminated from the water reservoir or entering the

cyolo of organic substance only in the process of post-

bumous destruction,.
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Fexam•.e. The herring serves as food for sabrks, dolphal--

and some striped whales. Naturally, this does not exclude

the existence of shorter and longer chains.

In the tropical waters the alimentary chains

are longest since zooplankton serves here an food for mall

fish (sardines, anchovies) which are, in turn, consumed by

large fish (tunas, predatory Clupeidae, golden mackerels)

and squids. Fishes which, in low latitudes, reach the dl-

mensions of the IVorth Atlantic herring are no more plankto-

phages but predatory fishes, i.e., they already belong not

to the third but to the fourth link of the food chain. These

organis s, in turn, serve as food for sharks and especially

for large squids. In the tropics, ther are no giant plankto-

phages apart from rarely ercountered %hale shark Rhineodon.

Baleen whales, wintering in warm waters, are not feeding

here. The most widely distributed whale of the tropics, the

sperm whale, feeds on the last links of the alimentary chains,

viaz, giant soulds and -sharks (Sleptsov, 1955).

In waters of high latitude of the Antarctic, we

will fInd probably the shortest food chain leading from

phytoplankton to giant planktophagea. They are linked by

the P'ost common species of the Antarctic, the crustacean

Euphausia superba. According to the data of Barkley (194O

- 20 -



-this orustacean feeds almost ZolusGIely on phytoplankUPS&

hiwile itself it constitutes the basia component of the diet

of penguins, pinnipeds (orab-eating seal) end Wialos down

to the largest Of ever-ex-sting snimals, viz., th blue

whal.e.

The theses developed in the present article are

hypothetical to a great extent since they are not supported

by appropriate calculations. This is caused by the defi-

ciency of the present-day hydrobiologioal methodology which

operates with the mean values of the population and biomass

of alimentary objects. According to V.S.Ivlev (195), the

ration ol' the fish, r, may be expressed by the formula

r a R" [I - 0 (kp + cC) where R is tho maximally pos-

sible ration, p is density of prey population, k and a are

proportionality coefficients, and ; is the indicator of

the ageregateness of prey distribution. In their works,

the planktologists tacitly start from the condition that

Sa 0 , i.e., the feeding objects are distributed with

absolute uniformity. But, this is far from being so. Prac-

tically, the larger the planktonic organism, the higher

the indicator of its aggregateness; it is known that

Suphausiidae, Waysidae and other maoroplanktonie organims
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TFstay in flookst 0 o both for Copopoda ard Oladooera.l

Am approximate count (which is omitted) leads

to a paradoxical conolusion; fresh-water plankton, under

oonditions of uniform distribution, cannot copensatse for

the outlay of energy for Its oonquest by fish of such sis*

as the blue broea, Lake Chud whitefish or Wripus" (Gorego-

nus albula ladogensis). Hence, there Is £ olea~r necessity

for determin'.ng the Indicator of the aggregsteness of all-

mentary objects of Industrial fish. This value corresponds

(Iwlev, l9S1) to the mean-square deviation fromt the mean

biomass, X *a2. On this basis, one may suggest the

simplest method for determination of the aggregateness tndi-

oator: if, before, planktologists were content with taking

one sample, now it is necessary to take several samples In

one horizon and detemine not only the mean biomass but

also the deviations from It. The lack of time at experi-

ment stations will probably not permitp In the majority of

cases, the multifold increase of the number of samples and

therefore It will be preferable to determine the Indicator

of sagregatonoss from the forula 5 a (Urbaldi

1960). The minimal =mber of samples necessary for suffi-

cient accurateness In detemination of this value must be

.22.



IFprobably established empirically on the besle of suffi-[

oient selection quantities accepted in biometry.

The second indispensable condition, as pointed

out by V.S.Ivlev, is the correspondence of tho volume of

the sample to the area of a single feeding of the studied

objects, and here we will have to establish this volume

ernpirically. ?Vaturally, a sharp increase of the number of

samples to be processed will delay the processing of the

material but this can also be avoided by applying rapid

methods of spanple proco-sing (olednilkov, 1961; N1ednikov

and Starobogatov, 1961).

In the present article, we deal with pelagic

fishes but there is no doubt thv't biolo.,ically di;ferent

qualities of food also exert an essentla! influence on the

Irowth of benthophagcs. This is attested to, in particular,

by the follc,:,in fact. The roach, feeding on planr.]:ton and

benthonic crustaceans, is characterized by slow growth as

comparod with roach of those ,,ater r'eservoirs w:here the

basic component of its food aro mollusks (Zheltenkova,

1-9). In tnls s, the OqUest.on is only cor-olicatod by

other factors (presence of sheltors and other forms of

constltutional protectodness of prey); an anilysis of these

factors $as given by E.V.Borutskly (1960). 1
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'F The theses developed 7a be of practical sISn1--
ficance in a number of cases. This is seen from th* fol-

lowing example. As is known, in the Aral Sea there were

practically no plankton-eating fish, and during the last

decade the Baltic salaka was introduced Into this water

reservoir. The result of this measure was successful at

first sight (Konovalov, Markova and Binting, 1958):

salaka was transformed into a large, rapidly growing race

of the tyrpe7 of "Riesenstr&mling." But all the authors

Who studied plankton on the Aral Sea noted its extreme

quantitative and qualitative poorness. The data of N.K.

Lukonina (1960) permit us to consider that the annual pro-

duction of Aral plankton is tfens of times less than the

plankton production of the Sea of Azov - a water body of

si:ila' area, salinity and location. Hence, It is clear

that pan1rto*.h&Ses in the Aral Sea are few , most pro-

bably beoause they cannot exist there. it is possible

mat salaka in the Aral Sea, besides amphipodans (Kono-

valov ec •al., 1958), consunes the young of other fishes.

Por this reason, the acclimatisation of salaka (fish of

lc.w vallu, but ..hich cen cause Jamne to valniable fish)

in thie Aral Soa w:A3 a thoutghtlese step, the success of

which shou.d be denlored more tiain would be its failure. Such
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"oreass .are not so rare. W shall malls. In pmftleular"

that nortbhrn whiitefish transplanted into LO• SovMa

likewise did not eleot to feed oU plankton but passed to

feeding on spb~podans and beeme ooqpetltors of oeusn

trout; aooordlngly, the rate of their growth inoreksed.

All the abovesaid sonvinos us. that the. dtas-

alone of fishes and their rate of growth* although

are detemined by alimentary relatlonsbips, oaznot In all

oases constitute a proof of the extent of the feeding base.

In the same way' the blomass of the plankton, without eon-

sWaering the dianzlons of planktoers oompos*sn it snd dis-

prsioan of thoir distributlon, oannot ahaasoterlse the

conditions of feeding of planktophages. It sems to us

that quantitative Investigations In this dlreotion would

shed llSht on anym uneozlaiod features of the biolog of

fishes and other aquatic animals.

30 Nowiber 1961
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